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Penn Colony meets for 93rd consecutive time
This year’s Penn Colony picnic weekend had special significance as
relatives and friends gathered August 9 and 10 for the 93rd consecutive year and celebrated the 140th anniversary of the arrival in
1874 of the first of fourteen families who made up the Pennsylvania
Colony. Moreover, it also marked the 100th anniversary of the very
first picnic which was held on the lawn of the Henry Heim house
near Dawson in 1914.
The picnic, held at the Ag building in Humboldt, attracted 137
relatives and friends who enjoyed a dinner catered again by Wooden
Spoon. A variety of special desserts brought by members complemented the meal. Following the business meeting conducted by

President Dan Pleiss, Genevieve Ulmer Young was recognized as
the oldest attendee at 92, while Sophie Callaway, six, daughter of
Scott and Cindy Callaway, was the youngest. Jeanne Weber Collado,
of Santander, Spain, came the farthest, and the Charlie Heim family
had the most generations present.
The previous evening, more than sixty “colonists” and their
friends and neighbors enjoyed an old-fashioned watermelon feed at
the Henry Heim House and the new, adjacent community museum.
Sunday afternoon featured the dedication of the new building.
Attendees at the Sunday picnic and statistics for the year are
listed on page 6.

Fruition of a dream!

Robert W. Williamson

Dreams fulfilled . . .
it’s time to rest!
It is safe to say that without the dedication and continuous
efforts of Robert Williamson, the brand-spanking-new
museum and the restored Henry Heim House would never
have come into existence. They have been his long-time
dream! Indeed, it seems likely that without his dedication the
Pennsylvania Colony, itself, might have withered over the
years and ceased to exist.
With the decline of the community over the years and the
corresponding exodus of descendants of the Colony, there are
few relatives on site to carry on the work necessary for the
Colony to thrive. Whenever help and leadership have been
needed, Robert has always been ready to step up and see
things through. His enthusiasm and outgoing personality have
been vital in maintaining family ties and staging the annual
reunions.
Time passes and takes its toll, and Robert has informed us
that, due to health problems, it is time to step back and hand
the torch to others. To this sad news, we can only say, “Well
done, old boy. We all appreciate your hard work and faithfulness these many years and wish you much happiness in your
retirement.” We know, of course, that you’ll look in on the
museum from time to time!

More than 120 people, many of them residents of the surrounding community, attended the dedication of the recently completed museum
building on Sunday afternoon, August 10, 2014. The museum, which was
erected by the Pennsylvania Colony, represents years of planning,
sacrifice, and hard work and will preserve the history of the colony and the
Dawson area. It will also serve as a community resource that can host
events such as weddings, reunions, funeral dinners, and other gatherings.
The dedication featured a short talk by John Heim of Marion, Iowa,
(see photo below) who grew up in the adjacent Henry Heim House, which
has been restored to its original condition and furnished with artifacts of
bygone years.
Appropriate remarks by Father Kenneth Hoesing, pastor of St. Marys
Catholic Church at Dawson, and Rev. Howard Blecha, pastor of the
Christian Church at Humboldt, recognized the ties of the new museum to
the broad range of the history of the community.
Those attending viewed historical displays, renewed old acquaintances,
and enjoyed refreshments, including a cake donated by Dave and Shirley
Williamson Haner.

John Heim addresses a crowd of more than 120 “colonists” and friends
from the Dawson community at the dedication of the new museum
building.
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As 2014 draws to a close, Penn Colony has much to be thankful
for—much has been accomplished. Since the dedication of the
new building in August—a dream for many years—it has been
used for three community events and more are scheduled. The
Henry Heim House has a fresh coat of paint, thanks to Ellis
Clopton, a Boy Scout from Auburn, who scraped, sanded, primed
and painted to complete his Eagle Scout project.
Charol & Dan Pleiss
As your family gathers for the holidays, and you plan for the
new year, remember the dates for the Colony Picnic—August 8 and 9. Except for the church
service and breakfast, all activities will be at our new museum/community building.
We need the time and talents of new people to fill important positions in our volunteer ranks,
as older members step aside from their work that has brought us to where we are today. (See
“Positions Open” below.) Working on Penn Colony projects is a very rewarding experience.
As you do your year-end financial planning, consider a gift to Penn Colony—we have a loan
to repay, and a wish list of items for the museum. We appreciate your continued help and support.
May your holidays be joyful and blessed.
—Dan Pleiss

Young colonists make
sports pages
The Lincoln Journal Star recently featured an
article about Will Ozaki (great-great grandson
of Israel and Gertrude Heim) who is a senior at
Lincoln East High School and was an all-state
offensive lineman on their football team last
year. An injury has forced him to give up
football, but instead of engaging in self-pity or
becoming bitter, he continues to attend practices, coaching younger players and supporting
the team in whatever way he can. The article
cited him for his exemplary attitude and outstanding example. [Israel Heim family]
——

——

G ENEALOGY /STATISTICS
Send family information to: John Fiala
searcher2@windstream.net
——

M USEUM M ONITORS
Michelle Heim
402-855-2285–mheim1021@gmail.com
Marilyn Ogle
402-855-4225—r_mogle@bbwi.net
——

WEBSITE
www.penncolonynebraska.org
——

M EMBERSHIP CATEGORIES
Life $1000; Patron $50; Sustaining $25;
Family $15; Individual $10
To join or renew, send check to:
Charol Pleiss
14721 Laurel Plaza, Omaha, NE 68116
charol@pleiss.omhcoxmail.com
A qualified Internal Revenue Service
501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization.
This institution is an equal opportunity
provider and employer.
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When the Ohio State University volleyball
team came to Lincoln recently to challenge the
Huskers, one of the Buckeye players was
Maggie Heim. She is the granddaughter of
Doug and Judy Heim and grew up in Omaha.
She helped drive a dagger into the hearts of the
Husker faithful when her team upset UNL 3-2!
[Genealogy: Joseph G. Heim family]

Bigger than a
fisherman’s tale?
Ron Richards has sent us a copy of his recent
book, Heronk, an amusing novel about a
wooden duck decoy named Heronk. We hope
that it will be the first of a growing collection
at the museum of books written by colony
members. Ron, a successful (?) duck hunter,
lives at Brule, Nebraska and has “hunted and
haunted” the nearby Platte River valley, famed
for its waterfowl, for forty years. Ron is a
grandson of Tillie Heim Richards [Samuel F.
Heim family].

Positions Open
Penn Colony is looking for persons interested
in serving our Society in three crucial areas.

Genealogy
John Fiala has faithfully gathered family
statistics for many years, and has brought us
into the age of technology by utilizing computer software for the first time. His efforts
have expanded the list of names in our records,
and his research has led to increased accuracy
as well. Because of his groundwork, the job
itself is greatly simplified, and for the person
who is interested in serving, John will give
assistance and training as the work continues.
Contact John or Dan Pleiss for more information. (See contact information at left.)

Website Coordinator
Bob Williamson’s resignation from the
various positions he has held with the Colony
has opened up an opportunity for an internetsavvy technician to serve in this creative
position. Take a look at the website and see if
this is a way you can serve the Colony. Contact Bob or Dan Pleiss for more information
(see panel, left).

Museum Director/Curator
If you know anything at all about museums, or
if you are an ardent visitor of museums, you
know what an important job this is. We will
be using the same computer software used by
large and established museums. There is a lot
of “catch-up” work to do, now that work on
our two buildings is complete, and many
artifacts have been donated over the years.
This will be a highly responsible position for
the detail-minded person. And you don’t have
to have experience—you can learn on the job!
Contact Bob or Dan Pleiss for more information (see panel, left).
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To Market, To Market
by Keith M. Heim
In the early 1900s, getting livestock to the major livestock markets
such as St. Joseph, Missouri and Omaha required a lot of neighborhood cooperation. My grandfather, Samuel F. Heim, who lived a
mile and a half north of Dawson, and his neighbors raised both hogs
and cattle that had to be herded to the nearest railroad to be shipped
to market.
It is hard for me to imagine driving a herd of unruly hogs the two
miles, through town, to the depot on the CB&Q (Burlington) railroad!
My father, Melvin Heim, wrote:
“We, with the help of two or three neighbors, would start out in
the morning, and try to get to the school house after school had taken
up. We learned this the hard way. Usually . . . we had trouble at the
wooden bridge just north of the railroad tracks and then again
crossing the tracks.
“The railroad car had to be ordered at least one day ahead, and, as
the CB&Q ran a special train on Sunday and Monday nights, we
usually shipped on Mondays. The Burlington had large holding pens
at that time, but sometimes they were all full and overflowing.
Usually Dad and I went with the stock to St. Joe as one got a free
ride down, and if you had two carloads, a free ride back also.
“Sometimes, the neighborhood produced two carloads of cattle,
about 100 head. Three or four farmers would put their stock together
and thus have more help in driving. I remember once when Joe Ogle
started out first with his whitefaces [Herefords]. When they came by,
Dad drove his cattle out with Ogle’s and Uncle Joe [Heim] had some
Shorthorns to add. Then at the crossroad [mile corner], Uncle
Jonathan [Heim] brought his whitefaces into the bunch, and Henry
Heim had some black ones [Angus?] to add a quarter of a mile
farther on. It made quite a bunch . . .
“Once when I was old enough to help, we drove a bunch down
with only four men and a boy to help. At the wooden bridge, an old

cow that was rather wild broke back and went over the fence to the
west. We tried to get her back, but she could outrun us on foot. She
went over every fence she came to and when we got home, she was
waiting at the gate to be let in. She got to stay another year.”
With the advent of better trucks and roads, the hog and cattle
drives became a thing of the past. The Boring family ran a local
trucking line, and each farmer shipped his animals directly to the
stockyards. However, as a boy, I participated in another kind of
cattle drive. My father raised polled (bred to not develop horns)
Hereford cattle. In the winter, they were kept on the home place
which had a large cattle barn, cattle sheds, and straw stacks in which
the cattle ate tunnels and sought shelter in the resulting caves. In the
spring, we herded them about two miles to the “school land,” a
quarter section of rough, rock-strewn land west of town that was
good only for pasture. In the fall, they had to be herded back up to
the home place for the winter.
My dad, two brothers, grandfather Sam, and I usually herded the
cattle, about 40 of them, down the dirt road to the crossroad. On
that stretch of the drive, we seldom had problems because the road
ran between two almost impenetrable hedges that kept the cattle
from straying. However, when we came to the crossroad, things
could get exciting. In its wisdom the State of Nebraska has over the
years repeatedly enlarged what was a simple intersection where
Highways 73 and 75 branch off into perhaps the world’s largest,
most confusing, and most dangerous intersection. Frequently, a cow or
calf took advantage of the large, open area and bolted for freedom.
With semis and cars whizzing about, it was no place to be chasing
down rebellious animals! However, we never lost a cow—or herder.
Excerpts from Westward Bound, by Melvin J. Heim and Mary
Heim Bilsing, 2010, pp. 118-9. (Available through Penn Colony.)

Early twister strikes Dawson
Ada Barlow Heim, writing in 1935, gave this account of a cyclone
(i.e., a tornado) that struck Dawson more than half a century earlier:
“Cyclones seemed to be more popular in those days than in later
years. I cannot remember the date [May 30, 1879], but the Catholic
Church was blown down while it was full of worshipers. The Barlow
family lived over the ”shop” which I am sure was my father’s wagon
shop. When the storm struck it found my brother, Elvon, and myself
heading down the outside stairway to a place of safety, which in my
father’s opinion, was the Tom Ryan house. This house, with drug
store connected, was stoutly built, and was filled with people from
all parts of the city who were seeking safety.
“Good Mother Nature lent her assistance to my brother and
myself, for we were lifted bodily and set upon the street not far from
Ryan’s, where we soon joined my father, who had preceded us with
a child or two in his arms. Undoubtedly he was glad to see us show
up.” [The author was married to C. F. “Chris” Heim, who was a son
of Johnnie and Margaret Heim and later became a minister of the
Evangelical Church.]
—This account was taken from the historical edition of The Dawson
Herald, 1936, republished by the Pennsylvania Colony in 2007.

Doug Brown (left) brings the Memorial Moment at Sunday service;
Joyce and Willis Heim attend the reunion all the way from Florida.

Bread and what?
Mildred Thacker and Erma Williamson, daughters of Sophia Heim
Ulmer, provided this bit of history for the younger generation:
“Mama said that in the first years of her school life [in Nebraska],
when the grasshoppers were so plentiful, they went to school day
after day with nothing in their lunch pails but bread and sorghum.
The present generation of school children might turn their noses up
at that kind of fare, but it must have had quite a few vitamins in it, at
least they grew pretty well.”
—Folklore of a Pennsylvania Colony in Nebraska, Elma Larimore
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‘Genealogy’ has a new look
All those names! They have a new look. Here’s what’s happening in
Genealogy.
If you use the internet, and visit websites, you probably visit
Penn Colony’s site: www.penncolonynebraska.org. On the Home
page are links to the various sections of the website. To get to the
genealogy database, simply click on “Genealogy.” The first page has
an introduction, and these three lines:
 Genealogy Data Updated August 2014
 New Look and content now includes pedigree charts along
with family group sheets
 Click here and then on “Help” link on the next page for
information
The “Click here …” line is a link to the Genealogy Home page
where you will find an explanation of the information within the
genealogy pages. We suggest you click on the “Help” link (in a
menu to the left of the photograph) to read about “How to Navigate
This Site.” (Note: The Pedigree link in the Home page menu and
Pedigree Chart link at the bottom of that page are not functional.)

Name Index
You can use either the Name Index link in the Home page menu
or the Index of Names link at the bottom of that page to access data.
Click on the link, then click on the surname of the person whose
information you want to access. Find the first name of the person
and click on it. In this and succeeding pages, persons’ names shown
in red text are deceased. Living persons are shown in green text,
identified only as “Living” for privacy purposes. You can identify
whether a person is male or female by the color of the circle symbol
to the left of the name.

The three symbols following the name take you to (1)
the
person’s individual page, (2) the person’s family page (there may
be more than one family), or (3) the pedigree chart.
On an individual’s page there may be a “document” symbol
to the far right. Click on the symbol to read the source used for the
data. There are no photographs of persons in the database.

Pedigree Chart
When you click on the Pedigree symbol you will see a fourgeneration pedigree chart for that person. If you don’t know what a
pedigree chart is, find one of your ancestors in the name index and
click on the symbol to display his or her pedigree. (Note that every
name throughout the database has the same three symbols.) By
clicking around you will learn to move through the pages and
discover the information we have in the database. While you are in
the chart, try these symbols < > + to see what happens.
These enhancements are in the new version 6 of the genealogy
software, RootsMagic, used by John Fiala, who has been keeping the
Colony statistics for several years. His careful work has added many
names to the database, and there are now more than 5,900 listed.
If you find any data you question, or that is incorrect, or if you
can add to the data by providing missing information, please email
John at searcher2@windstream.net.
Helpful Hint #1: Note this article regarding the Genealogy
section of the Colony website. If you don’t visit those pages today,
you may sometime in the future. Why not save the article now,
while you are thinking about it!

DONATIONS
The following funds have been received since the last issue of the
newsletter was published. Donations received after November 15,
2014, will be reported in the next newsletter. If you prefer your
donation to be listed anonymously or be unpublished, please indicate
your preference. Thanks to all who contribute in any way to support
the Pennsylvania Colony.

Museum donations:
Bob & Mary Bohlken, $50, in memory of Dan C. & Thelma Riley
Ron Blevins, $50, in memory of Darrell Lee Blevins
Myrt Arnold, $25
Evelyn Auxier, $5
Clifford Elwonger, $15
John Heim, $50
Frank & Margaret Kruesi, $50
Shirley Pierce, $50
Anonymous cash donations, $30
Museum furnishings:
Microwave, donated by Bob & Phyllis Williamson
Epoxy floor finish for new building, donated by Dick & Marilyn Ogle
Kitchen sink & faucet and miscellaneous supplies, donated by Dan
& Charol Pleiss
Refrigerator, donated by John & Evie Heim Grubb, in memory of
Kenneth Heim and in honor of Keith Heim
Two HP printers, donated by Dave & Sandy Houser

Tables & chairs fund:
Gary Georgi, $100
Glenn & June Hayward, $500, in memory of the O. W. Burr family
Mark & Lorrie Novak, $100
Violet Heim, Joe Heim, Charles Heim & Ann Tobin, $500, in
memory of Lowell Heim
Gail Masonbrink, Mary Rupp, Karen Krofta, $500
Donations by groups using community building:
Carolyn Glather, $50
Dwaine Glather, $50
DV Class of 1964, $50
Auburn Community Garden Club, $100
Other donations:
Myrt Arnold, $25, newsletter
Margaret Ruth Heim Brown, $1,000, museum software
Anonymous cash donations for picnic expenses, $195
Grants:
Richardson County Visitors Committee, $400, newsletter & website
expenses
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Going to school in early days
The following account of the first school in the Dawson area is taken from an article written by R. R. Draper, who attended the
school as a young boy. He married Ellen Deweese, and they lived on a farm about three miles northeast of Dawson. Draper’s full
description of the school can be found in the Historical Section of The Dawson Herald, published in 1936, reprint by The Penn
Colony Historical Society, 2007. One wonders how 35 students could fit into a 14x16 structure! —Ed.

I wish the pupils of the Dawson school of
today could see school as it was kept in
1864, in a log cabin which stood on the bank
of the Nemaha, 200 yards west of the J. B.
Rothenburger home [about two miles upstream from the present Highway 75 bridge
over the Nemaha River] . . .
The toughest part of the school [in]
question was that the school house was on
the north bank of the stream so us unlucky
ones had to cross as best we could, on the
ice, on a foot bridge, in a boat, wade or
swim.
The building was about 14x16, one room,
with benches for seats, and no desk for the

teacher. The teacher had no time piece and
called school when she got there by rapping
on the window sash with a book—and it had
to be a McGuffey’s Book [Reader] at that.
The pupils were about 35 in number and
ranged in age from eight to 35 years. One
pupil had long whiskers and had been a
soldier in the Civil War. He just took writing,
which he had never had. Many others were
full grown men.
Reading, spelling, and writing were the
studies. Fuel was wood hauled in a load at a
time, first by one pupil, then by another.
Sometimes when a load was not brought
in time, school had to be dismissed or the

scholars had to hike into the woods and
carry it in on their backs. . . .
The school house was built, I think, in
1862, which was a year earlier than the one
that stood where the A. Ingles farm house
now stands, so it was one of the first. The
teachers’ contracts were all verbal. The
members of the board of directors that hired
my sister, Mrs. Barlow, could neither read
nor write English. There was no examination—they just told her to go to it and they
would help her ‘lam’ [lambaste, i.e., to scold
or beat soundly] the big ones. And say, there
were big ones, alright.

Dawson’s Mill

United Methodist Church Artifacts

The photo, donated by Joe Smith, bears a notation, “Probably the
first mill. The cars are about 1910.” The windows appear to be the
worse for wear! According to the historical edition of The Dawson
Herald, 1936, the original mill, described as a grist mill and saw mill,
was built in 1868 by Joshua Dawson and his son, Elijah. A dam was
built across the north fork of the Nemaha about a hundred yards
west of the Highway 75 bridge over the river. Some of the stones
from the dam were still to be seen in the 1940s and perhaps years
later. Whether there was a second mill will be the subject of future
research. —kmh

When Dawson’s protestant church closed a few years ago, the items
shown above were acquired by the museum and used to establish a
small chapel there. Items such as stained glass windows, the cross,
the pulpit, chairs, and pews, familiar to many of us from our youth,
bring back treasured memories and perpetuate our ties to the church.
All the items predate the merger that gave the church the name
“United Methodist” in the 1960s. It was originally known as “Bethel”
church when affiliated with the Evangelical denomination. In the late
1940s merger, the name became Evangelical United Brethren or EUB.
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Early Settlement of the Dawson Area
From Elma Larimore’s Dawson’s History for the Bicentennial, 1976
Dawson, Grant Township’s only town, is about in the center of it.
This was prairie country. The only trees were along rivers and small
streams, the Great Nemaha being the largest one. It was natural for
the pioneers to build homes where building materials were close at
hand and fuel for heating their log cabins [was available]. The first
family to come into this area were the John Rothenbergers in 1853,
homesteading two and a half miles west of where Dawson was
located later.
Others who came into the area in those early years were the
Honnen family, who built their cabin in the early 1850s a mile east
of the Rothenbergers. Thomas Farrell and Bryan Riley with his
young son, Michael, came in 1859. The father of F. P. “Bud” Page
pre-empted his farm in 1859. Several members of the Draper family

came in 1864. Ira, 15, and John, 13, carried the mail by “pony
power” between Falls City and Pawnee City in 1865. R. R. Draper
was pony wrangler for them. Joshua Dawson and son “Elijha” came
in 1867 and built both a Grist Mill and Saw Mill on the bank of the
Nemaha not far from the present bridge across the river south of
Dawson. They also had the first Post Office for the growing town,
the address being Dawson’s Mills.
Ed Note: Obviously, the Rothenbergers land was not homesteaded,
since that law was not enacted until 1862. Like the Page land, the
land was probably acquired under a pre-emption law passed in 1841
under which squatters could purchase the land they already occupied. Land is this area was officially opened to settlement in 1854.

Sadly Noted
Nadine (Ulmer) Hill, 85, passed away July 11, 2014, at Portland,
Oregon. She was a daughter of Reuben and True Ulmer and grew up
at Dawson. She is survived by daughters Pam and Cyndi, and her
sisters Marian Leatherman and Sylvia Anderson. She was preceded
in death by her husband, Ron, her son, Don, her sisters, Evelyn and
Lorraine, and her brother, Ernest.

The other Blooming Grove
The Charlie Heim family declares five generations are present at the
reunion! Charlie’s daughter Fran and son Chris traveled from Oregon.
Charlie’s great-granddaughter Susan (Fran’s grandniece) attended
with her two daughters, Heather and Meghan, and granddaughters.
From right, around the table: Fran Whited, Megahn Schafer, Susan
Bice, Katherine, Shawna, Ava, and Heather Paitz, and Chris Whited.

A news story in September reported the ambush and shooting death
of a Pennsylvania state trooper at the police barracks at Blooming
Grove. It turns out that there are two Blooming Groves in Pennsylvania, and this one is a good many miles to the northeast of “our”
Blooming Grove, an unincorporated community north of Williamsport.

Setting up housekeeping
My grandparents, Samuel and Elizabeth Heim, were married
February 14, 1889. I rather doubt that the day, Valentines Day, had
any particular romantic connotations for young people who had
grown up in a rather isolated, closed-in Pennsylvania Dutch community, and their first weeks of marriage reflected the spartan
existence of living on what had until only a few years before been
raw prairie, right on the cutting edge of civilization.
There was no house on the farm where they were to make their
home, only a double corncrib, and they moved into one of the grain
bins. A small wood-burning stove provided heat. Later, until their
house could be built, they lived in a spare bedroom of the Joseph G.
Heim home on the farm across the road. They moved into their new
home, an eight-room affair, which was completed that same year,
1889. The nearby bank barn was completed five years later. They
spent the rest of their lives in the house, raising their six children
there. The house was torn down in 1956 and the barn in 1993.—kmh

Colony Lore
Between the years 1874 and 1887, 14 families and individuals
migrated from Pennsylvania and Ohio to form the Penn Colony of
Nebraska. After that, none came. Elma Larimore, in her Folklore
book, suggests that land prices in Nebraska, which had slumped
during the grasshopper years of the 70s, were rising rapidly, and
others could not buy there without going deeply into debt.

The “dress blue” Army uniform was worn by Keith
Heim, Major, who served in Korea and in the Vietnam
War in the 1960s. At left are artifacts from the United
Methodist Church in Dawson.

Photo Credits: Page 1: Neal Pierce (Williamson); Keith Heim (dedication). Pages 2 & 3: Shirley Pierce. Page 5: Shirley Pierce (town view); Joe
Smith (mill); Keith Heim (chapel area). Page 7: Bob Hoig (Heim family);
Neal Pierce (uniform). Page 8: Keith Heim (watermelon feed, board
meeting); John Heim (parade).

Left: Saturday night watermelon feed. Above: Colony Board
members meet to discuss the business of the Society.
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Special Thanks: John Fiala, our longtime keeper of genealogical records, is retiring. He has done a fantastic
job of organizing and computerizing the records, and a replacement will be hard to find! Thanks, John!

Penn Colony goes to the fair!

How do you create a float for a parade?

Paul Heim drives the tractor, John Heim provides the marching band,
and Dan Pleiss takes the seat of honor, as Penn Colony appears for the
first time ever in the County Fair Parade!
Good publicity—thanks, fellows!

Just ask these men. John Heim, Marion, Iowa, and
brother Paul, from Lee’s Summit, Missouri, grew up
in the Henry Heim House, now part of the Penn
Colony Museum at Dawson. This fall they came home
for the Richardson County Fair at Humboldt! And this
is how they put together a float for the parade:
Borrow a tractor, borrow a trailer and hook it to the
tractor, find an old sleigh among museum artifacts
(which also provides a seat for Colony president Dan
Pleiss), create a couple of signs with “Penn Colony”
and “Dawson” clearly displayed, get John to play his
sousaphone, put it all in motion and you have a float
for the parade down the streets of Humboldt.

